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Everyone is welcome to stay and guests spill in from every 
corner of the universe. The hotel’s magic transforms each 
guest’s room into their own bespoke environment. The cowgirl 
receives a ranch, a pirate gets a ship’s deck and a gardener is 
welcomed by a beautiful, wild landscape. Nobody fails to be 
impressed by their tailor-made guest room. 

Alongside to share Tati’s excitement are the staff at the hotel. 
Linny, the 12 year old handyman, is the resident Mr Fix It 
for whom no invention is too wild. Tati & Linny are the most 
junior staff at the hotel and encapsulate a childlike view of 
the world. Bopper is the bounciest bellhop with limitless 
energy to back flip, juggle and invariably try to carry as 
many suitcases as he possibly can. Dizzee the Maid has a 
softer and sweeter approach to her role, wafting through every 
room she cleans, polishing and pirouetting. Mr Snapweazle, 
the concierge of the hotel, is Tati’s right-hand man, yet his 
opinions are often completely opposed to Tati’s. Finally, the 
loyal team is supported by the inherent magic of the hotel 
itself with Alexander the old-fashioned talking telephone, 
timekeeping Cuckoo the Clock and grumpy Otis the Lift. 

With the emphasis on entertaining children age 4 – 7 years, 
Tati’s stories also encapsulate a number of learning objectives. 
The stories quite often highlight the importance of being kind, 
generous, listening carefully, looking after your friends as well  
as keeping your imagination and body healthy.
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